One Loom

Snowman!

This is an advanced project…. but with a little practice you can do it!
Assembly for “Arms”, Earmuffs, Eyes, Nose and Scarf are on next page.
Be sure to have yourself the Most, Very Merry, and Happy Holidays!
And watch video for an easy way to tie small knots
Cap band wrap 3x

Cap band wrap 4x

Bands you will need: 75 white (shown
as blue & purple),
13 green, 6 red, 4 black, 4 brown,
. The Purple color is a single
white band double looped.

“Arms”
attached
with slip
knot on
both sides,
here

It is very important to lay
down bands in the correct
order bottom to top and Loop
in reverse order. Try not to
let bands twist and keep
bands separated on each peg.

Buttons wrap 5x slip
onto 1 white band

All vertical bands will be
placed from bottom to top.
Most pegs have 2 bands.
All horizontal bands will be
placed AFTER vertical bands.

Double Looped

Bands for head are placed like
a Starburst on top of
earmuffs, headband, and eye
cap bands THEN looped like a
starburst.
After looping center layer
bands of starburst head - flip
eye cap band over peg from
outside onto band. Bands
from earmuffs will float
between starburst bands.

Double Looped

Double Looped

Finish looping outside of
starburst, and then continue
looping as usual. At center
joints, make sure to loop
uppermost bands first. Loop
diagonal bands across to next
peg in direction of purple
arrows.

Slip Knot a
band to
finish end.

Finish with slip knot. Carefully
remove Snowman. (The side
facing up on loom is the BACK
of the Snowman) Pull slip knot
band thru last row body at
green dashed line and tuck
under body bands on back.

Double Looped

Double Looped

An easy
way to
double
loop is
to wrap
straight
across
first then
pull up
to canter
peg to
make a
triangle.

Snowman
Buttons

Assembly

Ear Muffs

Wrap 1 black 5x pull a
single white band thru
and place across loom

Eyes

Wrap 1 green
band 4x pull 1
double green
band thru
then pull
second double
green band
thru, place on
loom at sides
of head then
twist single
band stretch
over top 3
pegs - BEFORE
adding center
star bands-

Carrot Nose
Make a small knot
with 1 orange band
then pull single white
band thru and slip
knot add 2nd white
band and slip knot to
1st white band. Shape
orange
knot into
a point.
Pull white
bands of
nose thru
center of
head front
to back and
pull up
catching a
couple
bands on
back of
head. Then
thru top cap
band

Stick Arms
Make small knots on
ends of 4 brown
bands then slip knot 2
bands together, to
make 2 stick arms.

Make a small knot
with 1 black band;
place both ends on
peg as a cap band.
AFTER looping
center of starburst
flip black band over
peg (from outside)
onto center band.

Scarf
Using 2 bands
together, slip
knot end-toend 3 red sets
and 3 green
sets. Tie a knot
in the center of
each section.
Cut end bands
to make fringe.
Slip one end
between loops
other end to
make scarf stay
around neck.

Cut off both
ends here.
Slip knot arms to
each side of body

